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The result we prove is the following: 
THEOREM. Let (xn) be a sequence of random variables such that there 
is a constalat R with the property that J 1 x, ] < K. Then 
lim sup ~ 7f* J (XL7 - 6) z 1 tx* - x*1, 
where B is the set of bounded stopping times, x* = lim sup xn and 
x* = lim inf x, . Further, if there is a constant K such that J 1 x, 1 < K, 
for 7 E B then x* and x* are integrable. 
This theorem may be regarded as a form of Fatou’s lemma and 
immediately implies the submartingale convergence theorems, and is in 
fact a reformulation of these convergence results in a more convenient 
form for applications to real variables. 
In order to motivate the proof of the theorem, we first prove a very 
special case: If {xn) is a bozlnded martingale, lim x, exists almost everywhere. 
First, note that for each E > 0, there is a bounded stopping time 7 
such that 1 x* - x, 1 < E on a set of measure greater than 1 - E. To 
see this, choose sn and n so that g,, = sup(x, ,..., xm) is close to x* on 
a large part of the space and then let T be a bounded stopping time which 
agrees, also on a large part of the space, with the first time after m that x, 
is close to g,, . This implies, if the x, are uniformly bounded, that 
E{x*) =I; k = E{xl}, an since the same argument gives that 23(x,) = k, d 
we have convergence. 
We now introduce some notation. For a random variable x and a real 
number A 3 0, we let x” be x truncated at A and -A: 
I 
1 
if 1x1 <A, 
XA = if x>A, 
-A if x(--A, 
and for each bounded stopping time T  we define I,(T) = f (x7 + A)-, 
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12(T) = J%“, andIa(~) = J(,x7 - A)+, so that J-x? = II(~) + I,(T) + Is(7). 
LEMMA 1, Let y be a random variable bounded below by -A and such 
that x.+ < y, Then given E > 0 and a bounded stopping time 7(l), there 
exists a bounded stopping time $2) > T( 1) such that 
QT(2)) + I&q) G j Y + W(l)) + 6. 
&oo$ We will show that there exists r(2) 2 T(1) such that 
(i) P{x,(,) < y + f/2} > 1 - l j4A, and 
(ii) K(~) = w on {Q) G --A), 
from which the lemma follows at once. Choose 
g - inf(x, ,.,., nm ~ %), T(1) < n G fQ, 
so that I’(1 g,, - x.+ 1 < ~18) > I - r/4.$ and let u = ~(1) on the set 
i x7tI) < -A}, and on the complement of this set let c be given by 
Since u is not necessarily bounded, let y = inf(o, k) for k large enough 
that P(u = y} > 1 - ~j4A, and finaIly let ~(2) = y. 
LEMMA 2. Let x be a random variable bounded above by A and such 
that x < x*. Then given E > 0 and a bounded stopping time ~(2), there 
exists a bounded stopping time r(3) > ~(2) such that 
Proof. The same as for Lemma 1 with sup replacing inf. 
LEMMA 3. Let y1 and yI be random variables such that y1 > -A, 
yz < A, and such that x+ < y1 , yz < x*. Then given E > 0 and a 
bounded stopping time r(l), there exist bounded stoppingtimes T(3) > ~(2) 2 
T( 1) such that 
2E + 11(d)) - I1(7(3)) 2 j (3% - Yd + j C%(2) - %kd)~ 
Proof. Add the inequalities of Lemmas 1 and 2 and use the fact that 
h(T) + b(T) + &(T) = s SC, * 
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LEMMA 4. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 3, given E > 0, an 
integer k, and a bounded stopping time T( 1), there exist bounded stopping 
times T(2k + 1) > *.. > $1) such that 
F’Yo$. Follows at once by applying Lemma 3 k times. 
LEMMA 5. Let (x,J be a sequence of random variables such that there is 
a constant K with J 1 x, 1 .< K f OP T bounded. Then for arsy two bounded 
random variables y1 , y2 as in Lemma 3, we have 
lim SUP j (x~ ~ x7) 2 j y2 - y1 . 
u.rbd 
To see the fact that x* and x.+ are integrable if there exists a constant 
K with JI X, 1 < K for T a bounded stopping time, note that there 
exists a sequence of bounded stopping times (I} such that 
lin~.il+ra A&) = x* almost everywhere, and hence, by Fatou’s lemma, 
j 1 x* 1 < K. A similar argument shows J 1 x* 1 < K. 
Lemma 5 yieIds the theorem under the assumption that J / X, ] < K. 
To remove the restriction, note that if S [ x, 1 < K and sup, bd J 1 X, 1 = CC 
then lim SUP~,~ hd J (x0 - x,) = co, so that the inequality holds vacuously. 
To see that lim SUP,~,,, J (x, - x,) = CO, let X, = x,+ + x,- and 
assume without loss of generality that 
sup x,+ = cxj. 
rbd s 
For each T bounded, let T’ = T on {xr+ > 0) and 7’ = PE on {x~+ = 0) 
where n > sup{~(w), w E (x~+ = 011; we then have 
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